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2:00pm

Central Auditorium

MySPA Directors: Vonnie, Brenna, Lynne, 
and Angie

Para-Professionals: LeeAnn, Kathy, 
Laurie, Barb, Deb

Volunteers: Annie, Jacob, Gabby

A special thanks to:
 Karen Schill for baking homemade bread 

for our homemade butter project!

Jolene Mikkelson for providing snacks 
and helping with a project!

Steve Adams for building our family tree!

Paula Anderson and Sterling Carpet One 
for craft supplies!



MySPA Stars
Elementary
Inga Dylan
Chase Noah
Emma Liam

Middle and High School
Adam Luna
Autumn Autumn
Trinity Hailey
Hunter Brady
David Hannah
Tyler Logan
Kanyon Zach
Kyanne Nova
Sara Bethany
Jassen

Volunteers
Tommy Taryn
MaryJo

 MySPA Tradition
Actors, dancers, singers: a very close family

We love to be together, to see what we can be
It's so much fun to be on stage, no matter the 

condition
Even old COVID can't get us down, it's a MySPA 

tradition

Some people ask:
Why do you dance? Why do you tell jokes?

Why do you sing till your throat gives a croak?
It may not make much sense to those

Who don't get the addiction
But we could stay and play all day

It's a MySPA tradtion

MySPA Bunch
It's the story, of 12 teachers

Who plan, and prep, and make things run
For the students who come into our theater

So we can all have fun

It's the story, of 21 students
Who come to Central everyday

We color, dance, and sing, all together
And we just love to play

Now this one day when we've all invited you here
To come and see what we all have done

Now this group has somehow formed a family
That's the way we all became the MySPA bunch

The MySPA bunch
The MySPA bunch

That's the way we became the MySPA bunch
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